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An integrated microspectrometer for localised multiplexing measurements†

Zhixiong Hu,ab Andrew Glidle,a Charles Ironside,a Jonathan M. Coopera and Huabing Yin*ab

We describe the development of an integrated lensed Arrayed Waveguide Grating (AWG) microspectrometer for localized multiplexing fluorescence measurements. The device, which has a footprint that is only 1 mm wide and 1 cm long, is capable of spectroscopic measurements on chip. Multiple fluorescence signals were measured simultaneously based upon simple intensity readouts from a CCD camera. We also demonstrate the integration of the AWG spectrometer with a microfluidic platform using a lensing function to confine the beam shape for focused illumination. This capability enhances signal collection, gives better spatial resolution, and provides a route for the analysis of small volume samples (e.g. cells) in flow. To show these capabilities we developed a novel “bead-AWG” platform with which we demonstrate localized multiplexed fluorescence detection either simultaneously or successively. Such an integrated system provides the basis for a portable system capable of optical detection of multi-wavelength fluorescence from a single defined location.

Introduction

Portable diagnostic systems, such as lab-on-a-chip devices, are widely perceived as being promising platforms that can address health care challenges worldwide as well as offer possibilities for emerging applications in remote settings.1–6 Although most of these systems have demonstrated the ability to accommodate several steps involved in an assay (e.g. separation, purification and concentration) on chip, many of them still rely on conventional instrumentation for detection. This is especially the case for those relying on optical detection – the method most widely employed in biological and chemical analysis.7–11 The needs for low cost, sensitive and portable optical microengineered spectroscopic detection systems are yet to be met.

Fluorescence detection is perhaps the most commonly used optical method in biological analysis due to its high sensitivity and specificity. It remains the method of choice in many optical microsystems.3,10,11 Fluorescence detection requires the efficient separation of fluorescence from excitation light, which is commonly achieved by filtering technology.12 Although many examples have demonstrated the integration of optical elements for on-chip fluorescence measurement13–19 (using optical fibers,15,16 planar waveguides1,17 and on-chip filters18–19), these systems are often fabricated for a specific range of wavelengths of a particular fluorophore. For applications that require simultaneous detection of multiple fluorophores (e.g. microflow cytometry), detection is still conducted off-chip using conventional filters and detectors.20

At the microengineering level, spectroscopic analysis (e.g. fluorescence, Raman, and IR spectroscopy) has been well established for a vast range of applications. Previously, we have demonstrated a proof-of-concept that a monolithic integrated Arrayed Waveguide Grating (AWG) microspectrometer can be used to discriminate different wavelengths in the visible wavelength range,21 thereby enabling multiplexed fluorescence analysis. In this work, we now build upon our initial demonstration and show the development of a focusing AWG device for localized microspectroscopic measurements of a single point enabling new methods for controlling the light pathway and for implementing sample spatial location within the microsystem.

Lenses are key optical elements for focusing light to a sample and collecting specific signals of interest. Although these can be easily achieved using commercially available objective lenses in the case of conventional bulky instrumentation, incorporation of on-chip microlenses (e.g. fluid-filled polymer lenses,22 ball lenses,23 and microlens arrays17) requires demanding fabrication processes. Similarly, microfabricated structures provide an effective means of controlling the sample on chip.24–26 However, when combined with an optical microsystem, the precise control of samples is
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restricted by the limitations of the microsystem (e.g. fabrication, detection and physical dimensions).

In this work we purpose designed lens-aided waveguides, introducing a focusing effect into the AWG microspectrometer. To enable precise control of the samples for localized detection, the integration of the device with other instruments was explored in two formats, namely in a flow format with an integrated microfluidic device and in a microwell format with immobilized functional beads. The former allows continuous, multiplex analysis of samples with high sensitivity and spatial resolution (with potential for many applications, for example, as a miniaturized microflow cytometer with the unique capability of spectroscopic analysis). The latter formed a novel “bead–AWG” device, allowing the multiplexed detection of a series of associated events with minimal sample handling – all of these strengths make it an appealing platform for use in a remote setting.

Materials and methods

Device fabrication and integration

The dense arrayed waveguide grating section was fabricated as described previously. To fabricate the designed lens radius and sample cuvette, e-beam lithography was used to define the curvature of the lens in a UVIII (Shipley) resist layer that was spun on top of the waveguide. This was followed by reactive ion etching (CHF3/Ar in an Oxford Instruments RIE80+ machine) to transfer the lens shape from the resist to the waveguide. These combined e-beam lithography–dry etching pattern transfer processes developed in-house have a success rate of >90% for features of these dimensions. An integrated AWG-microfluidic device was made by bonding a PDMS microfluidic chip to the AWG device via oxygen plasma treatment (100 mW for 20 s).

To create the “bead–AWG” device, functional beads were immobilized on the sample cuvette as detailed in the protocol, Scheme 1 & Fig. S1 (ESI†). Briefly, a gold disk with a diameter of 40 μm was patterned in the centre of the sample cuvette. The device was then immersed in a 5 mM aqueous solution of cysteamine hydrochloride overnight to generate an NH2-terminal functionalised gold surface. Water-soluble “long arm” biotin was covalently linked to the gold disk using the ethyl(dimethylaminopropyl)carbodiimide/N-hydroxysuccinimide (EDC/NHS) conjugation method. The resultant biotinylated surface serves as a binding site for the immobilization of streptavidin coated microbeads and subsequent biotinylated quantum dot (QD) binding events. The streptavidin coated microspheres with internal fluorophores (Flash Red, excitation 660 nm, emission 690 nm, diameter 0.97 μm) were from Bangs Laboratories. The quantum dots were purchased from Invitrogen (Life Technologies Corporation).

Device characterization and on-chip fluorescence measurements

The spectral range and throughput of each output channel were characterized using a white light source (Anritsu MG922A) and a conventional spectrometer (Triax 320 from Jobin Yvon). Optical images of the device were obtained using a fluorescence microscope. The fluorescence signal from the output channels of the integrated AWG device was recorded using a CCD camera (Fig. S2, ESI†). As a means of verification of the AWG outputs, measurements were simultaneously made using an objective lens placed above the cuvette and coupled to a spectrophotometer (Triax 320 spectrometer, Jobin Yvon) (Fig. S2, ESI†).

Results and discussion

Design and characterization of the AWG device with focusing waveguides

The design of the integrated AWG device with lensed waveguides is shown in Fig. 1a. The AWG chip consists of five essential parts, including input waveguides (C-WG and E-WG), a 1st slab of arrayed waveguides, a 2nd slab region and output waveguides. These were designed around a center wavelength of 680 nm with a channel-channel wavelength spacing of 10 nm for the output channels, as detailed previously. The sample cuvette was located in front of the AWG input waveguide. The straight waveguide (C-WG) on the left is used for characterization while the curved waveguide (E-WG) is for the introduction of excitation light for fluorescence measurements.

To introduce the focusing effects, lens curvatures were incorporated into the ends of the input and collect waveguides (I-AWG), as shown in Fig. 1b. The design of the curvature and the spacing of the end facets take into account the refractive indexes of the waveguides and the aqueous sample solution according to eqn (1)

$$\frac{1}{f} = \frac{1}{n_{\text{WG}}} - \frac{1}{n_{\text{H2O}}}. \frac{1}{R}$$

where f is the focal length, R is the radius of the lens curvature, and $n_{\text{WG}}$ and $n_{\text{H2O}}$ are the refractive indexes of the waveguide material and water, respectively ($n_{\text{WG}} = 1.478$, $n_{\text{H2O}} = 1.33$).

Simulation using the Beam Propagation Method (BPM) was performed to understand the beam shape from both lensed and flat end waveguides (Fig. 1b & c). A focusing and strong coupling effect was observed for the lensed waveguide (Fig. 1b). In contrast, diverging light paths were seen for the flat end waveguide (Fig. 1c). Based on the simulation, a two-dimensional lens with a radius of 4 μm was incorporated at the end of each of the three waveguides which are intercepted by the sampling cuvette (Fig. 1b). The three identical lenses share the same focal area, which is located in the center of the cuvette. With lens curvature at the end of the integrated waveguides focused excitation and highly localized collection could be realized.

The transmission spectrum of each channel in the lensed AWG device is shown in Fig. 2. The full width at half maximum (FWHM) of each output peak is ~10 nm, consistent
with the design. Similar to a conventional diffraction grating, an AWG device generally has more than one order, which can be used for light dispersion. As an illustration, the transmission spectrum for two diffraction orders \((m = 7\) and \(m = 8\)) are shown in Fig. 2, where the free spectral range (i.e. the largest wavelength range for a given order that does not overlap with the spectrum of adjacent order) is 80 nm. This periodicity allows the selection of an effective wavelength range with order-sorting filter. For example, by inserting specific order-sorting filters (i.e. a bandpass filter) in front of the detector, the light to be investigated can be restricted to the wavelength range between 560 nm and 640 nm. N.b. by using a cascade design for AWG, a larger free spectral range can be achieved.

**Evaluation of focusing effects in flow**

A simple integrated AWG-microfluidic platform was fabricated to evaluate the focusing capabilities of the lensed waveguides (Fig. 3a). To investigate the spatial regions of the cuvette sampled by each of the waveguides, a fluorescent dye solution (10 \(\mu\)M Cy5) was delivered into the microfluidic channel at a flow rate of 6.7 mm s\(^{-1}\). Laser light (632.8 nm) was then introduced into the cuvette area through C-WG, E-WG and the appropriate output channel (i.e. Ch 8) waveguide in turn (Fig. 3b) (note: Ch 8 is the specific channel that will allow 632.8 nm light to traverse the slab regions of the AWG device and exit from the AWG input waveguide). Cy5 molecules in the light path were excited and emitted fluorescence at longer wavelengths (670 nm). This emission was imaged using an upright fluorescence microscope with a Cy5 filter cube, allowing easy visualization of the light path from each of the three waveguides (Fig. 3b [i, ii, and iii]).
With the lensed waveguides, the focusing effect can be seen clearly in Fig. 3b. Fig. 3b(iv) is a composite image of the light paths corresponding to the three waveguides, using different colors to label each path. A tight intersection of the three light paths can clearly be seen in the middle of the sample cuvette, illustrating the capability of lens-aided focusing for localised collection. In contrast, for the AWG system without lensing, each of the light paths associated with the waveguide’s field of view is inherently divergent, as shown in Fig. 3c.

This lens-aided focusing capability for confining the beam shape offers obvious advantages by enhancing signal collection: focusing light to a small spot can increase fluorescence emission; likewise, collecting light from a highly localized area can greatly reduce unwanted signals from light scattered by other features/objects nearby. In addition, the AWG device can be integrated with hydrodynamic focusing microfluidics to deliver the objects of interest into the focused region.29 This, in conjunction with its capability for fluorescence multiplexing measurements, makes it an appealing platform for a broad range of applications such as microfluid cytometry and fast diagnostics.

Localized spectroscopic measurements with a “bead-AWG” format

Assays that offer easy operation and fast “yes” or “no” answers are often highly desirable. In this context, bead-based assays can be a promising choice. Beads have a large surface area, and therefore they can serve as a solid phase for capturing targets and simplifying purification processes. Incorporated bead assays within microfluidics have shown promise for applications from diagnostic tests30,31 to multiplexing bioassays,32 although signal detection still relies on bulky external instrumentation. The combination of bead assays with the “AWG” platform could therefore provide a miniaturized platform offering both easy operation and multiplexed measurements.

As a proof of concept, streptavidin coated beads were immobilized on the biotin functionalized sample cuvette via specific streptavidin–biotin binding (the protocol is detailed in the ESI†). This allowed the whole process (i.e. capturing of targets, purification and detection) to occur at a defined location. Since streptavidin–biotin binding is reversible, the immobilised beads from one assay can be easily removed and replaced with fresh ones for the next assay.

A patterned gold disk was used to immobilize microbeads at a defined location on the sample cuvette (Fig. 4a). An optimized incubation time of 30 minutes was employed to reduce non-specific absorption of beads. As shown in Fig. 4b, the beads closest to the E-WG excitation waveguide were illuminated most strongly and they partially occluded those on more distant parts of the gold disk. This indicates that in an optimized device it might be beneficial to reduce the size of the central sampling area. Nevertheless, the configuration used here still allowed for the effective collection of the fluorescence signal from the immobilized beads by the AWG input waveguide as detailed in the following section.

Localized spectroscopic measurements allowing successive fluorescence detection

Fluorescence detection via filter technologies requires the efficient removal of other wavelengths except for the fluorescence of interest. This can be a problem for samples that contain naturally fluorescent substances (e.g. GFP cells or bacteria cells containing carotenoid) or exhibit high levels of autofluorescence. As an optical (de)multiplexer, the AWG device is capable of detecting multiple narrow emission simultaneously by imaging the channel outputs directly onto a CCD. If a broad band of fluorescence measurements is
required, the intensities in each of these images can be simply aggregated, with no loss in light collection efficiency. Thus, with the “bead-AWG” format, it is feasible to detect fluorescence signals from a series of successive events/targets through the collection of a series of CCD images from each channel.

As a model system, streptavidin coated microbeads with Flash Red fluorescent labels (central emission peak at 690 nm), 605 nm biotin conjugated quantum dots (605-QDs) and 655 nm streptavidin conjugated quantum dots (655-QDs) were employed. The successive assembly of the 690 nm microbeads onto the gold disk, followed by 605-QDs and then 655-QDs was evaluated on-chip, step by step.

Fig. 5 shows the fluorescence spectra (on the left) collected using the spectrophotometer and the CCD images of selected output channels (on the right). The intensities of each channel in the CCD images are also displayed as histograms for easy comparison and quantification. Note that only the AWG output channels, Ch4, Ch5 and Ch1 are shown since these correspond to the central wavelengths of the three fluorophores employed (i.e. 682 nm was detected in Ch4, 605 nm in Ch5 and 655 nm in Ch1).

It is clear that after the adsorption of the Flash Red fluorescent microbeads, the peak of the fluorescence spectrum was at 690 nm (Fig. 5a, left graph) and as expected, Ch4 was found to have the brightest spot (Fig. 5a, right graph) with weaker spots being found in the two other channels due to the broad spectrum of the Flash Red fluorescence emission. After the addition of the 605-QDs, a peak around 605 nm was observed in the fluorescence spectrum (Fig. 5b), and the highest level of light intensity was found for Ch5 in the CCD image. The high wavelength spectral tail in Fig. 5b (i.e. left graph) reveals that the CCD image was a combination of the fluorescence emission from both the quantum dots and the Flash Red fluorescent microbeads. In the same way, the addition of the 655-QDs caused the brightest spot to move to Ch1 (Fig. 5c). The relative fluorescence intensity for each binding step is presented in Table 1. The channel with the highest intensity corresponds well to the emission peak of the latest targets.

Finally, to verify the reversibility of the immobilization process, the sampling cuvette was washed with a biotin solution three times. Having done this, it was found that the fluorescence signal was too weak to be detected either by the Triax spectrophotometer or by the CCD camera, indicating the absence of microbeads and quantum dots. This enables the device to be reused for further measurements.

Taken together, these results conceptually prove the great potential of “additive” fluorescence assays with the “bead-AWG” device. It has no demanding requirements for eliminating non-targeted fluorescence, and it is capable of detecting a series of associated events in a simple readout (e.g. an optical image).

**Conclusions**

We have developed a portable AWG microspectrometer for localized multiplexed measurements. Using an integrated AWG-microfluidics platform, we demonstrated that the lensing function of the device confined the beam shape for focused illumination and signal collection. This capability can enhance signal collection and give better spatial resolution, and would benefit the analysis of small volume samples (e.g. cells) in flow. Future integration of the focusing AWG device with advanced microfluidics and lab-on-a-chip platforms will result in great potential for applications that require both sophisticated handling of samples and versatile detection capability, for example, those requiring simultaneous multiplexing measurements.

In addition, we have developed a “bead-AWG” method capable of localized fluorescence detection of a series of events. This new detection method can detect the...
fluorescence of interest without the need for its isolation from the background (which would normally be required if using current technologies). Furthermore, it is capable of measuring several events simultaneously or successively and reporting these results in a simple image readout. Considering the small footprint of the device, simple assay procedure and visually direct readout, it can serve as a promising portable platform for fast analysis in remote settings where resources and specialized skills are limited.
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**Table 1** Relative fluorescence intensity for each binding step

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Relative Intensity</th>
<th>Ch4</th>
<th>Ch5</th>
<th>Ch1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A (/Ch4)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B (/Ch5)</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C (/Ch1)</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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